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QUESTIONING THE''PARENTAL ABDICATION" THEORY.
WHAT RESEARCH SHOWS

Laurent MUCCHIELLI does research for the CIVRS. He works on juvenile delinquency, manslaughter and the history of
ciminology and of sociology of deviance.

Sources and methods

This study covers research published in French and English over the last fifteen years. The material was colected by perusal of the periodicals specialized in the
field, and reading of those books available in the Paris area. Some forty scientific journals published in the United States, England, Canada (in French and English),
France, Belgium and Switzerland were consulted systematically or occasionally, An attempt was made to include studies in a number of disciplines, including crimi-
nology, sociology, anthropology, clinical psychology and psychiatry. Methodologically speaking, both quantitative and qualitative analyses were considered. For the
former, special attention was given to research involving selÊreport delinquency surveys. The method consists in questioning a series of individuals on offenses
previously committed by themselves, so as lo avoid assessing offending on the sole basis of those individuals known to the police, the criminal justice system or
social workers.

There are tu/o other essential points concerning the analysis of an offenders' population. First, offending is an essentially male phenomenon, and research tends to
concentrate on young men : female offenders are therefore not dealt with here Secondly, the vast majority of studies focus on the most visible forms of offending,
which are also the acts that receive most attention from political decision-makers and from the police and that are most punished, One oulcome of this state of af-
fairs is that those forms of offending committed by the lower classes are far more publicized than those committed by the more dfluent.

uring the 1990s, there was much talk by mayors of
all leanings, as well as by congresspeople and mi-
nisters, of "the parental abdication", in attempts to
explain why those "untamed kids" (as the previous

minister of the Interior put it) were committing offenses. The
idea of extending financial tutelage to these problem families or
of purely and simply cutting off family allowances was brought
up repeatedly. lt was in this context that, in January 2000, the
Na$onal Family Allowance Bureau (the CNAF) asked us to
analyze academic findings on the relations between family life
and delinquency.

The intention here is not to draw up a list of quantitative fin-
dings to put the stamp of scientificity on a series of assertions.
Whereas the mass media and many decision-makers are loo-
king for "figures", or more generally, facts and proof, it seems
to us that the role of researchers is essentially to communicate
an understanding of the hinking underlying the construction of
such facts and proot thanks to which figures may become
meaningful. Actually, quantitative research may at best show
that one factor is slightly more significant than another, but this
in no way ascertains that it is a causal factor. For this reason,
this paper will not confine itself to a presentation of the many
tested conelations between some feature or other of family life
and any kind of delinquent behavior. That sort of list would
hardly be meaningful. The claim that lack of guidance and of
discipline, lack of love and attention, excessive laxness or
overly severe punishment, the direct or indirect learning of devi-
ant behavior through the example of parents and brothers, pa-
rents'fragile mental health, dire poverty and the father's social
withdrawal, etc., may be contributing factors in a child's com-
mitting of one type of offense or another in the future is not only
hard to quantiff, but above all it is an abstraction to the point of
being insignificant and affording practically no information. /n
actuality, families necessanly function as a syslem of complex
interactions to be understood in their overall dynamic, which
may be rnore orless ciminogenic.

Furthermore, and just as importantly, quantitative studies at-
tempting to measure the impacl of familial factors as opposed
to other environmental factors (existence and role of an ex-
tended family, social and economic living conditions, environ-

ment and lifes$le, influence of peer groups for pre-adolescents
and adolescents, etc.) point out that with the exception of cases
of direct transmission of deviant behavior by the family itself
(and these represent a minority of instances of offending),
these factors do not suffice to explain why young people be-
come delinquents. lt is therefore important to look at the extra-
familial determinants of the processes generating criminality,
and to attempt to articulate the relations between factors at
work inside and outside the family.

In this perspective, two broad categories of situations may be
differentiated, with two main $pes of criminogenic processes
involving the family in very different ways (but in no way im-
plying that these two overall processes cover the totality of the
infinite varie$ of individual situations). The first $pe is the indi-
vidual whose deviant behavior, especially including unmoti-
vated aggressiveness, is generally noticed during childhood,
and is often repeatedly reported thereafter. ltineraries of this
type seem to be intrinsically tied to a dysfunctional family. The
second type includes individuals who do not become offenders
until pre-adolescence, or even adolescence, and who only em-
bark on a career of delinquency when factors outside the family
push them to do so (or do not enable them to resist). This is a
crucial distinction in the present context, where the terms
'delinquency" and "delinquents" are used abusively, as if the
acts and psycho-social profiles of the individuals involved re-
presented homogeneous categories.

Before describing the two types of processes mentioned above,
a detailed discussion of the influence of forms of family life on
offending among children seems necessary, given the impor-
tance, on the French scene, of the themes of the crisis in family
life and the pathological consequences of broken homes.

L Single-parent families, divorce and delinquency among
children

Many educators and psychologists are quite concerned with -
and in fact wonied about - the disruption of modern-day fami-
lies, with questioning focusing on the effects of "the father's ab-
sence". Analysis of research on the presumed influence of bro-
ken homes (single-parent families) and of divorce on delin-
quency, and then on the evolution, over time, in the relations
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between family life and delinquency, has led to the following fin_dings.

Firstly, and unambiguously, while divorces, separations, single-parent and recomposed families represent sources of suffen:ng,
anxiety and doubts of all sorts, there is no direct, significant coi_nection between such suffering, anxiety and doubts ànd offending
or viorent behavior. There is one singre exception to this rure : conlsumption of drugs (especially soft drugs), which admittedfy O*,notin itserf represent a disturbance of puotic order, no ress an as-sault of any kind on property or human life.
Generally speaking research analyzing the role of the family leadsto the concrusion that rerationar factoÀ pray a more decisive part
than structurar ones. In other words, a uiorén home is ress impor-
tant than parents who Co not get along well. lt is the existence bf aserious conflict betweerr a chird's parents that makes him a poten-
tial offender, rather than rhe fact ttrat they rive together or are sepa-rated. Moreover, researclr shows that ine atmôspnere within thefamily is partialry dependent on its socio-economic difficulties, andhence, that those famiry situations that are most'at-risk" are ihose
that combine parentalconflict and economic insecurity.
One last point conceming the forms of family life : in many re_spects, there is good reason to pay greater aftôntion to large iami_lies when seeking those factors thaiare statisticaily signifiicant forjuvenile delinquency. The over-representation of ràrgifamiries isrelativised, however, when socio_e:onomic variablei are consid_
ered, the reason being that in most Western countries it is in theunderprivileged classes that large, anr! even very large families arefound.

2. Early socialization disorders and the intergenerational æ.production of violence
Here we cole !o the question of children's early aggressiveness
and asocial behavior, dysfunctional families ,nO ùé intergene-
rational reproduction of violence. Among the many explanations
advanced. by psychologists, psychoanàlysts, psychiahists andcriminologists to account for familial dysfunctioning, some of themost.interesting approaches are systemic. In brief : a child,s emo_tional, social and sexual behavior is structured, fundamentally, du-ring his or her earliest years, through relations with the mother andsubsequently with the mother,s affective environment. When themother deliberately or involuntarily adopts a distant, cold or evenaggressive attitude toward,her child, this early emotional depriva_
tion may disturb the child's development temporarily or perma_
nently' This is the crassicar pattern described 

'by 
the attachment

theory. However, psychoanalysis has long ago iointed to patho_
logical aftachment processes of a very Oiferent iind in whiitr, un_like the previously described situation, the mother invests her childwith an excessive emotional charge, to the point of preventing hii0r her personaldevelopment by exerting a gieat psychologicaiem-
pire over the child, sometimes to the poiÀt of physiæl violence.
This also prevents the normal establishment of what psychoanaly_
sis.terms the "Oedipal triangle' (the system of relations between
mother, father and child), and hence, the proper construction of theboy's identity in his relation with his fatnri 1or some surrogate
tlergof). Next, the systemic approach has brought to light a sàries
of other conjugal or familial situations that are potentially highly dis_
turbing for the chird's emotionar and sexuar baiance, wittr emp'hasis
on the nature of conjugal relations, in particular, and on the child,splace in interactions between the parents.
All of these divergent theories do agree on one point. That is, thefamily is the direct cause of a serieJof psychobjicat dysfunctions,
some of which lead chirdren to commit offénses ànd crimes of vari-

ous sorts (mistreatment, incest, sexual abuse of other children,
rapes of various sorts, murder). Even more serious is the fact thai
both. qualitatively and quantitatively speaking, there are powerful
mechanisms invorving the intergenerationar iransmission of crimi-
nogenic famiriar dysfunctions, arthough this does not necessariry
take the form of simple replication of behavior.
Last, a synthesis of research on the subject calls for some addi-tional remarks. For one thing, quantitativély speaking, these fami_'es and these processes are not found in ihe'same proportions indifferent social milieus ; although they may, potentially, occur eve_
ryhïg, they are apparenfly much more iiequent in the most un_4erprivileged environments. secondry, ano inis corroborates theprevious point the dysfunctional parentar situations evidenced areusually attended by abuse of alcohol and ,depression" (in thebroad acceptation), both of which are what psychiâtrists sometimes
call 'social pathorogies", in the sense ttrat inéy are direcfly tied tothe socio-economic riving conditions of the individuars invorved.
3. Parental control of the risk of offending during pre
adolescence

We now come to the final point, the role of the family in the ordi_nary and most fequent, modes of becoming a delinquent, duringpre-adolescence or adolescence. lndeed, thi role ot ine tamity ilnot confined to dirycily generating the chitd,s future psychological
disorders, some of which wiil teaà him to offending. trrôst tam]ties
whose children become delinquents do not show any significant
sign of emotionar dysfunction. rt shourd be recailed, th-en,inat therole of the family does not stop at establishing those basic emo_tionaf and educational processes. lt continues nAirecAy, or preven_
tively, in_that it guides the child's evorution untir the end of adores-
cence. Pre-adorescence is. a particurarry dericate time with respect
to becoming a delinquent. We can use ihe expression "ordinai ju_
venile delinquent" ("endemic", as sociologist l.C. CHnMSOneôôru
put it in a famous article written almost thirty years agor), inasmuch
as in some socialenvironments (in neighboihooOs wÉere the popu_
lation is poor and stigmatized), in some contexts (tribulations ofpeer groups) and at some ages (mosily from pre-adolescence tomid-adolescence) it constitutes a particuiarry rikery possibirity for in-
dividuals who are not characterized by any ôarticuËr deprivâtion ormistreatment, including psychological : in other words, with no
functional psychopathology. This means that the main point is thequality of parentat control ; that is, the quality of the family,s reac_
tion to the first excesses of its pre-adolescenti.
The family may be said to be responsible for this control in the
sense that no-one can really replace it. All the same, we cannot se_
riously claim that famiries with no psychorogicar disorders deribe-
rately choose not to do anything and to allow their children to go
down a dark coridor without any exit worûry of the name, When
families fail it is because they are subjected to forces too skong toresist. In other words, in most cases, sociGeconomic factors d-efi_nitely seen to be the most decisive determinants - arbeit indirect
ones - in producing delinquents. The fact is that they are responsi_
ble, to a rarge extent, for parents' incapacity to contror their chir-dren. The most llagrant case is, apparenfly,'the one in which theparents'(and especiaily the fathe/s) psychôrogicar state is deterio
rated by their sociar situation to ttre point wheré ûrey are incapabre
of intervening adequately. poor control takes the form of oscillaûon
DeMeen the two poles of passiveness and withdrawal, on the onehand,.and disproportionate, insufficienfly intellectually integrated,
violent punishment on the other. But again, any discoùrse fàvoring
normative, integrative behavior may be discredited or its credibiriti

I CHAMBOREDON (J.C.), La délinquance juvénile, essai de consrudhn d,obj€t,Revue Française de Socto/og,b, tïti, tZ 1Si,pp. il's-lzi. 
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ruined in advance by the parents' social position. Why should pa-
rents be taken seriously when their own social position is in flagrant
contradiction with the promise of an acceptable social destiny ? All
it takes is an older brother who is "hassling" with the problem of
finding a job although he has a lowlevel technician's degree, for
the younger brother to question the possibility of doing any better,
himself. ll in addition, the context is characterized by stigmatiza-
tion of various kinds (a neighborhood with a poor reputation, ra-
cism, social work, constant checks by the police, etc.), no more is
needed for parents to find themselves quite powerless when their
young sons lose interest at school, then start committing offenses.

In the last analysis, concern about a "crisis in the family" and
"parental abdication" seems quite unfounded. Rather, there should
be more thinking about the definition of at-risk family situations and
an analysis of the processes of social relegation that encourage ju-
venile delinquency and at the same time reduce parents' ability to
control their children.

Laurent MUCCHIELLI
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